ABSTRACT. We give a short and elementary proof of the formula for the norm of a free convolution operator on L2 of a discrete group. The formula was obtained in 1976 by C. Akemann and Ph. Ostrand, and by several other authors afterwards.
In particular, the theorem holds also for the direct product of copies of the twoelement group Z2, considered in [St and FS] : on the other hand, as the elements of length 1 are involutions, all convolutors supported therein are selfadjoint in this particular case, and the result is simpler.
The norm of free operators.
A free convolution operator on a discrete group G is defined, as in [AO] , as (left) convolution by a function / whose support satisfies the following freedom condition (called the Leinert condition in [AO] ): for every finite sequence xi---x2n e supp(/) such that Xi ^ Xi+i Vi,
We want to give a short proof of the following result of Akemann and Ostrand [AO, Theorem IV.G] :
THEOREM. The norm of the free operator X(f) is given by ||A(/)|| = min Us + £ (^ + |/(*)|2 -s) J .
Observe that it is enough to restrict attention to the case of convolution by a function supported on words of length one in a free group. Indeed, it is easy to see that the norm as a convolution operator is translation invariant, and is the same on every subgroup which contains the support. Therefore it is enough to embed G in a larger group, where the support is a translate of a free' set. We shall not consider the trivial case of convolutors supported on a singleton, that is, translations.
3. The estimate from above. As observed above, we may assume that / is supported on words of length 1 in F. Moreover, we can also assume / > 0, because ||A(/)|| < ||A(|/|)||. For x e supp(/), y e F and s > 0, define y/8* + \f{x)\*±8 P(x,y,s) =--^-, where the sign is understood to be minus if there is no cancellation in the word x~ly (that is, |z_1?/| = |:r| + \y\), and plus if there is a cancellation. (See [A, St, FS] for the link between the function p and the resolvent of X(f).) Actually, the absolute value is not needed here, because / > 0, but is useful to keep notation consistent with §4. Observe that, for a fixed y e G, the sign in the expression for p(x,y; s) is always minus except once (and always minus if y = e). Therefore the sum ^2X f(x)p(x,y; s) is bounded by c(s) = 2s + Y (yM+ÏÏW-s) (in fact the sum is equal to c(s) unless y = e).
We are not ready to estimate the convolution norm of /. Following [Py2] , we shall apply the Schwarz (or Jensen) inequality ( J2i aißi) < (5Z¿ Q») ' ( J2j ajßj)i for all Qi, ßi > 0. For every complex function h with finite support, one has otherwise (with notation as in §3, ç(x, s) = p(x, e; s) if x e supp(/)). Furthermore, denote by yi ■ ■ yn the reduced expression of a generic word y of length n in the elements of supp(/) (as already observed, we may also regard yi ■ ■ -yn as the reduced decomposition of a word y in a free group F). Finally, define two functions 0s, i/j3 on G by the recursive rules (given with respect to the length in the free group generated by the support of /):
<ps ( (1) 11/ * 0,111 = 1/ * 0s(e)|2 + c(S)2(||Vs||¡ -Mef) = c(s)2Us\\22 + 4s(s -c(s)).
Let so be the minimum point of c(s) for s > 0. Excluding the trivial case of convolution operators whose support is a singleton (i.e., translations), we have that So is the only extremum of c, that is, the only solution of c'(s) = 0. For s > so, we claim that <f>a, ips e l2(G) and ||0S||2 = HV'slll = 2/c'(s). The last inequality shows that ||0a||2 < oo, so the claim follows from (4) and (5).
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